also the number of requirements on HSE that they have obliged to respect, which include a risk assessment, accident book and policy statement with training for staff. This organisation have always measured up to these requests, with every worker having the knowledge on the basic safety laws so they know what is asked of them. The number of legislations studied by Ford have been carried out and is shown with no industrial accidents occurring or reported. This manufacturer has clearly demonstrated and addressed good health and safety practise and have illustrated at a fine working condition standard.

Bluewater has also established great working condition standards as it is a centre with hundreds of businesses, and very few accidents have occurred during the time that their open or closed. They have upheld all of the regulations they are given since no complaints are known from consumers about health and safety, as well as security increasing the protection of everyone within the facility. These regulations include organisation and condition of traffic routes, rest and eating facilities, and transparent or translucent surfaces and floor. These are some of the most popular matters and the industry handle them well without involving the risk of others. The number of requirements given to Bluewater on HSE is not a problem since visiting any of its establishments will present a professional consideration to needs such as safety signs and notices, H&S poster, security and safety of staff, educating and informing. With the high number of staff and consumers amongst the area as well as the elevated security, there is no question that Bluewater Shopping Centre provides and have addressed admirable health and safety working conditions at a very exceptional standard.

4.0 CONCLUSION

To conclude, there is enough evidence from both Ford (manufacturer) and Bluewater (service provider) to show that they have acceptable working conditions and have addressed standards which not only follow the basic attributes of the law, but the values of every staff so hardly any accident can be caused. I have looked at regulations, requirements and legislations, and have gained an understanding of how they are performed for each business. Overall, both organisations have presented an exemplary operational environment that have met the values required.